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The Journal of Literature and Science (JLS) is a peer-reviewed academic journal published twice annually in
Summer and Winter. The JLS was founded in 2007, and produced its first issue at the beginning of 2008. It
was originally hosted by the University of Glamorgan’s Research Centre for Literature, Arts and Science
(2007-12), before moving to its own independent online site in March 2013, with the support of the University
of Westminster. The journal’s first, and present, editor is Professor Martin Willis, Professor of English at
Cardiff University. The Advisory Board includes leading scholars of literature and science from around the
world. The JLS is published in digital format, is entirely open access, and requires no subscription fee.
The journal is dedicated to the publication of academic essays on the subject of literature and science, broadly
defined. Essays on the major forms of literary and artistic endeavour are welcome (the novel, short fiction,
poetry, drama, periodical literature, visual art, sculpture, radio, film and television). The journal encourages
submissions from all periods of literary and artistic history since the Scientific Revolution; from the
Renaissance to the present day. The journal also encourages a broad definition of ‘science’: encapsulating
both the history and philosophy of science and those sciences regarded as either mainstream or marginal
within their own, or our, historical moment. However, the journal does not generally publish work on the
social sciences. Within these confines, essays submitted to the journal may focus on the literary and scientific
productions of any nation or group.
All essays should be interdisciplinary in focus, offering an original view of both the literary or artistic subject
matter and the science or sciences under consideration. While essays on individual examples of literary and
artistic production are welcomed, these should also seek to show the wider significance of their analyses and
interpretations. The journal does not publish essays focused exclusively on literature or art, or exclusively on
the history and philosophy of science.
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Abstracts and articles for submission should be sent to the Editor, Professor Martin Willis, by email
only: WillisM8@cardiff.ac.uk
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under the JLS’s remit.
All articles should be from 6000-9000 words in length, interdisciplinary in focus, and offering an original
view of both the literary or artistic subject matter and the science or sciences under consideration. While
articles on individual examples of literary and artistic production are welcomed, these should also seek to
show the wider significance of their analyses and interpretations. The journal does not publish essays focused
exclusively on literature or art, or exclusively on the history and philosophy of science.
All submitted articles should be presented in MLA Style, with notes kept to a minimum. JLS articles do not
use personal pronouns (e.g. “In this article I will…” is not appropriate, while “This article will…” is
appropriate). All spellings should follow British English. All submitted articles should include a short abstract
(150 words maximum) below the title and author’s name and ahead of the opening sentence.
The JLS aims to complete the first stage of peer review (consideration of articles by the editor and advisory
board) within 4 weeks of submission and the second stage of peer review (external, blind, double peer-review)
within 8 weeks of the completion of the first stage. All authors whose articles reach the second stage of peer
review should expect to have a decision on publication within approximately 12 weeks of the date of their
original submission of an article
Citing the JLS: the journal’s full title is the Journal of Literature and Science, and its first issue was Volume
1, Number 1 (2007). All page numbers to individual essays can be found when accessing the PDF file of that
essay. The journal’s ISSN is 1754-646X. Citations should give Author, ‘Title,’ Journal of Literature and Science
Vol, No. (Year): pp., organized according to the specific style guide being used.
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The Journal of Literature and Science is committed to real and immediate open access for academic work. All
of the JLS’s articles and reviews are free to access immediately from the date of publication. There are no
author charges (commonly known as APCs) prior to publication, and no charge for any reader to download
articles and reviews for their own scholarly use. The JLS does not, therefore, operate either a Gold or Green
model of open access, but is free to all at any time and in perpetuity. To facilitate this the JLS depends upon
the financial underwriting provided by the University of Westminster’s Department of English, the goodwill
of its editorial team and advisory board, and the continuing support of its network of peer reviewers.

The Journal of Literature and Science also operates under the Creative Commons Licence CC-BY-NC-ND. This
allows for the reproduction of articles, free of charge, for non-commercial use only and with the appropriate
citation information. All authors publishing with the JLS accept these as the terms of publication. Please note
that copyright of the content of all articles and reviews remains with the designated author of the article or
review. Copyright of the layout and design of JLS articles and reviews remains with the Journal of Literature
and Science and cannot be used in other publications.
The JLS is a member of PILA (Publishers International Linking Association) and submits all articles and
reviews, including all works that these cite, to CrossRef for cross-referral. To find JLS articles and reviews via
their DOI numbers, use the URL http://dx.doi.org/[DOI number]
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type that offers the most recent scholarship, are never considered in review processes. By doing so, the JLS
hopes to offer its readers access to academic dialogue on the most recent advances in literature and science.
Reviews should be approximately 750 words in length, should follow MLA Style (notes generally not allowed),
and should aim to describe the content of the article under review as well as offer an analysis of its strengths
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